
PTE Listening Practice Test 16
Audio Clip:

[You will hear a news report about the latest advancements in renewable energy. Listen
carefully and answer the following question.]

Transcript:

News Reporter: Good evening, listeners. In today's breaking news, researchers have
unveiled a groundbreaking advancement in renewable energy technology. A team of
scientists at the Green Energy Institute has developed a highly efficient solar panel with
unprecedented capabilities.

Lead Scientist: Our new solar panel design utilizes advanced materials and innovative
engineering to capture and convert solar energy more effectively than ever before. The
increased efficiency means a higher energy output and a more sustainable option for
meeting our power needs.

News Reporter: That sounds promising. Can you provide more details on how this new
solar panel differs from traditional ones?

Lead Scientist: Certainly. Traditional solar panels have limitations in capturing sunlight
from various angles, especially during non-peak hours. Our design incorporates
nanotechnology that allows the panel to track the sun's movement throughout the day,
maximizing energy absorption.

News Reporter: Impressive! How do you envision the impact of this advancement on the
renewable energy landscape?

Lead Scientist: We believe this technology has the potential to revolutionize the
renewable energy sector. With increased efficiency and the ability to harness more solar
energy, our goal is to contribute to a significant reduction in dependence on
non-renewable resources.

News Reporter: That's a commendable goal. Are there any plans for the
commercialization of this new solar panel?



Lead Scientist: Absolutely. We are in the process of collaborating with industry partners
to bring this technology to the market. Our aim is to make it accessible to both
residential and commercial consumers, accelerating the transition to cleaner energy
sources.

News Reporter: Exciting developments indeed. Thank you for sharing this news with us.
We'll be sure to follow any updates on this groundbreaking technology.

Lead Scientist: Thank you for having me. We are enthusiastic about the positive impact
this can have on the future of renewable energy.

Multiple Choice Questions

Question 1:

According to the news report, what is the key innovation in the new solar panel design?

A) Lower production cost
B) Nanotechnology for sun tracking
C) Higher energy output
D) Dependence on non-renewable resources

Question 2:

How does the new solar panel address the limitations of traditional solar panels?

A) By reducing energy output
B) By incorporating nanotechnology for sun tracking
C) By increasing production costs
D) By using non-renewable resources

Question 3:

What is the potential impact of the new solar panel on the renewable energy landscape,
according to the lead scientist?

A) Increased dependence on non-renewable resources
B) Revolutionizing the renewable energy sector
C) Decreased efficiency in capturing solar energy
D) Limited availability for residential consumers



Question 4:

What are the plans for the commercialization of the new solar panel, as mentioned in
the report?

A) Collaboration with industry partners
B) Reduced accessibility for residential consumers
C) Dependence on non-renewable resources
D) Decreased efficiency in capturing solar energy


